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THEORY OF RANDOM EVOLUTIONS WITH

APPLICATIONS TO PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS

BY

RICHARD GRIEGO AND REUBEN HERSHF)

Abstract. The selection from a finite number of strongly continuous semigroups

by means of a finite-state Markov chain leads to the new notion of a random evolu-

tion. Random evolutions are used to obtain probabilistic solutions to abstract systems

of differential equations. Applications include one-dimensional first order hyperbolic

systems. An important special case leads to consideration of abstract telegraph

equations and a generalization of a result of Kac on the classical 7¡-dimensional

telegraph equation is obtained and put in a more natural setting. In this connection

a singular perturbation theorem for an abstract telegraph equation is proved by

means of a novel application of the classical central limit theorem and a represen-

tation of the solution for the limiting equation is found in terms of a transformation

formula involving the Gaussian distribution.

In a little-known section of an out-of-print book [7], Mark Kac has considered

a particle which moves on a line at speed v, and reverses direction according to a

Poisson process with intensity a. After showing that such a motion is governed by a

pair of partial differential equations, Kac comments, "The amazing thing is that

these two equations can be combined into a hyperbolic equation"—namely, the

telegraph equation,

1W =    <P£_2a8F

v8t2 ~~ V 8x2       v dt'

Kac refers to an earlier discussion of this model by Sidney Goldstein [3], and

attributes its origin to G. I. Taylor. A few later papers [8], [13], follow up certain

aspects of Kac's analysis.

The present research developed out of an attempt to understand this phenomenon

of a stochastic process governed by a hyperbolic (rather than parabolic) equation.

Imagine a machine capable of various modes of operation. Let A be the set of

possible positions of the control switch. To each A e A, there corresponds a mode
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of evolution of the machine. Suppose that each instantaneous state of the machine

is represented by an element/in a Banach space B, and each mode of evolution is

given by a semigroup 7\(0 of linear operators on B, with infinitesimal generator

Ax. Now suppose some random mechanism flips the switch from one position to

another. In other words, we are given a stochastic process A(0 with values in A.

What can we say about the outcome of the resulting random evolution ?

In the present paper, we consider only the simple case when A is a finite set, and

A(0 is a continuous-time Markov chain. By choosing At in interesting ways, we

obtain a variety of new and old representation theorems and asymptotic formulas

for Cauchy's problem.

For example, if A generates a group we are able to represent solutions of

utt=A2u—2aut as averages of solutions of wtt = A2w with the parameter t random-

ized in a certain manner (Theorem 4).

This representation was found by Kac for A = d/dx. He then observed that his

verification (by a direct and somewhat lengthy computation) held good also for the

«-dimensional wave and telegraph equations, «>1. However, the probabilistic

interpretation in n dimensions was not clear.

We hope that our formulation, in addition to providing a natural generalization

of Kac's work, justifies his view that " one shouldn't have to compute anything at

all. Such a statement ought to be provable by pure thought."

The last section of the present paper exploits our generalized Kac formula to

treat a class of singular perturbations of Cauchy problems.

We use the classical central limit theorem to show that solutions of

sutt = A2u—2aut

converge as e ->- 0 to solutions of

0 = Azv-2avt,

with r(0) = w(0). The connection of singular perturbations of initial-value problems

with the central limit theorem was pointed out by Birkhoff and Lynch [1]. In [8],

Pinsky proves a central limit theorem by using a singular perturbation theorem for

a concrete system of one-dimensional constant-coefficient hyperbolic equations.

A similar theorem has been proved by Smoller [12] and others, using the spectral

representation of A. In these approaches it is required that iA be a selfadjoint

operator on Hubert space ; we require only that A generate a uniformly bounded

group on a Banach space.

This result has recently been improved and generalized by Schoene [11] by non-

probabilistic methods, in an investigation inspired by the present work.

Of independent interest is formula (5.6), which expresses explicitly the semigroup

generated by A2 in terms of the group generated by A. (If A = d/dx, this is the

familiar solution of the heat equation by a Gaussian kernel.) Formula (5.6) is

extended to general higher-order abstract Cauchy problems in [5]. In a forthcoming
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publication [14] formulas of this type are used for a nonprobabilistic solution

of a broad class of singular perturbation problems.

The results of the present paper were announced in [4], which also includes an

application to parabolic systems not discussed in the present paper.

1. Notations. For i= 1,..., n, {Tt(t), t ^0} is a strongly continuous semigroup

of bounded linear operators on a fixed Banach space B. At is the infinitesimal

generator of F¡.

v={v(t), t^0} is a Markov chain with state space {1,..., «}, stationary transition

probabilities pu(t), and infinitesimal matrix ß = <<&.,> = </7Í/0)>. F¡ is the probability

measure defined on sample paths cu(0 for v under the condition cu(0) =/'. F¡ denotes

integration with respect to F¡.

For a sample path eu e Q. of v, t/co) is the time of theyth jump, and N(t, w) is the

number of jumps up to time t. -/¡(t, w) is the occupation time in thej'th state up to

time t.

Definition 1. A "random evolution" {M(t, oS), i^O} is defined by the product

(2-1) M(t) = T^oir^T^^Tz - tj) • • • Tvi%mn)(t - TNit)).

We will see that the average of a random evolution defines a semigroup, the

"expectation semigroup." But first we need two lemmas.

2. Preliminary lemmas. The first lemma states, roughly, that the number of

jumps performed by a finite-state Markov chain is majorized by a Poisson-like

expression.

Lemma 1. Let 0^«^ -qü^ß for all i. Then, for m^O, we have Pi[N(t)=m]

¿(ßt)me-at/m\,for each t^O andi=X,...,«.

Proof. Let 77,= -qti. We note 2/#i qti=Vi- Also letp\f (t)=P¡[N(t) = m, v(t)=j].

We then have p\°\t) = 8ij exp (-^t) and

p\f(t)= 2  f ^(-Viit-sMxAV^ds;
te#i Jo

see [2, p. 228]. Now,

p\f(t)á  2   f e*P ("«('-'i)W*V'('i)^i
ki*iJo

=  221   I lf:xP (-«('- *i)) exP (-«('i- t2))qikLqklk2pkmJ2)(t2) dt2
fc!#i   fc25!/C1 JO JO

= 2 •••   2   f---P""1«p(-«(í-4))
fci*i km*km-x  Jo Jo

■fer • ■qkm_íkmPkZitm) dt m- ■ -dh

= 2 • • •   2   Í • • • ím_1 e~at°^- ■ •«,*--i*-8w*»• • -*i
knH km*km.l  JO J0

tm     _      ^ ^

^~¿T\e "  ¿  ■"      2*     °ikl-■-qkm_lkmSkm).m '
k!*i km*km-!
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Summing over/ we obtain

W(0 = m] g ¡U e~<* 2 • • •      2     Sta»' • -*b-A

;m   _a( ^-> ^

m- fclüt fcn-lî"£m-2

'"• fci^i fcm-H6fci»-2

ßm/m

?itr " '?*B_afcB_i

«î!
e"aí.       Q.E.D.

In order to state Lemma 2 we need to introduce the concept of conditional

expectation for Banach space valued random variables. The following theorem is

known; see, for example [10].

Theorem. Let (Si, J^ P) be a probability space and let B be a Banach space. Let

g: Q-> 77 be a Bochner P-integrable function and let 'S be a o-algebra, S^cJ^

Then there exists a function « : £2 -»- B that is Bochner integrable, strongly measurable

relative to &, unique a.e. P, and

f gdP = [ hdP  for all Aef.
Ja Ja

We denote « by E[g\^] and call it the strong conditional expectation of g

relative to & (and P). Our next lemma extends a standard formula on products of

random variables to the case when the first factor is our random operator M(t).

Lemma 2. Ifg:Q.^-Bis Bochner Pt-integrable for a fixed i=l,...,», then for

each i^O the function co -> M(t, m)g(co) is Bochner Pt-integrable and

(2.2) Et[M(t)g |^1(cü) = Mit, to)Et[g |Jfl(w),

for almost all w with respect to Pt, where ^ is the o-algebra generated by the random

variables v(u), O^u^t, that is, lFt Is the past up to time t for the Markov chain.

Proof. By Theorem 3.7.4 of [6], M(t, -)g(-) is PrBochner integrable if and only

if M(t, -)g(-) is strongly measurable and isi[||Af(0g||]<°°.

In order to establish strong measurability we must show that there exists a

sequence /„ of countably 77-valued measurable functions of co so that

lim,,..«, ||/„-M(/)g|| =0, a.e. P¡. Such a sequence gn converging to g exists by the

strong measurability of g. In addition, by approximating the random variables

involved in the definition of M(t) by discrete random variables we obtain a sequence

of countably valued operators Mn(t) so that fn = Mn(t)gn is countably 5-valued and

measurable. The strong continuity of our given semigroups then yields the required

strong convergence of/n to M(t)g.
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In proving £i[||M(i)g|] is finite we have Hille's estimate for each factor T{(t),

namely \\Tl(t)\\^Mlexp(kit). But since the number of jumps N(t) is arbitrarily

large, M(t) may be a product of arbitrarily many factors Tv(t¡). If the constants

Mt are larger than one, then the random operator M(t) may have arbitrarily large

norm for fixed t. By Lemma 1 we find, nevertheless, that the norm has finite

expected value. Let M=max¡ Mt and ^r=maxf Kt. Then by Lemma 1,

Et[\\M(t)g\\] = 2 Et[\\M(t)g\\ | Nit) - m]Pt[N(t) = m]
m = 0

âeKt 2 M"£i[||g||]Pf[tf(0 = w]
m = 0

£ e"£i[|M|] J Mm^%e-at
\áo     mi

Now, in order to prove (2.2), the idea, roughly, is that M(t) depends only on the

past ¡Ft and should then factor out of the conditional expectation. By the above

quoted theorem we note first that both conditional expectations in (2.2) make sense

since both g and M(t)g are Bochner Printegrable. Employing the above approxi-

mation to M(t) we see that the operator Mn(t) can be written Mn(t) = ^kLkIAk for

some Ak e 3Ft, where Lk is a bounded linear operator and 7A is the indicator function

of A. The rest of the proof repeats the standard argument for the case of real

random variables, but we include it for completeness. We have for each Ae^,

f Mn(t)Et[g IJÇ] dPt = JtLk\       Ex[g |J*n dPt
JA ¡e JAnAfc

= 2¿*í       gdPt       (since An Ake^)
k JAr\Ak

= £ C¿LkIA\,gdPt = ^Mn(t)gdPt-

Hence Ei[Mn(t)gffi] = M~n(t)Ei[g\&rt], a.e. P¡, for each «. By the continuity

property of the strong conditional expectation (for example, Theorem 2.2 in [10])

as « ->- oo we obtain (2.2).   Q.E.D.

3. The expectation semigroup. Let B be the «-fold Cartesian product of B with

itself. A generic element of B is denoted by/=</> where/ e B, i=l,..., «. We

equip B with any appropriate norm so that ||/|| -> 0 as ||/|| ->- 0 for each /.

Definition 2. For i^O define the (matrix) operator f(t) on B specified com-

ponentwise by

(3.1) (f(0/)i - Et[Mit)fm].

As in Lemma 2, we see that Mit)fiV) is Bochner integrable. Below we will show that

Tit) defines a semigroup on B. We call T(t) the "expectation semigroup" asso-

ciated with the random evolution M(t).
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Theorem 1. {F(0, ? = 0} is a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear

operators on B.

Proof. By the estimate E{[\M(t)g \\] ¿eŒ'a+MS)tEi[\\g ||] established in Lemma 2,

we see that f(t) is a bounded linear operator. Also, since v(-, w) is continuous at a

fixed t for almost all sample paths w, it is easy to see that T(t) is strongly continuous

inr.

We need only check the semigroup property. It suffices to show that for each i,

(f(t+s)f)l = (f(t)f(s)f)i.
Let 9tw be the shifted path defined by the requirement that v(u, 6tw) = v(u +1, of)

for every u^O. Define g o 6t by (g ° 6t)(co)=g(6tw). Then the Markov property of

v(t) is expressed by the formula Et[g ° dt\^rt](oj) = EvittCÛ)[g] for almost all cu[F¡]. We

can omit w and write simply E¡[g ° t'i|J2i] = F„(()[g]. It is easy to check that M(t)

satisfies the multiplicative formula M(t+s, cS) = M(t, oS)M(s, 6tw) or

(3.2) M(t+s) = M(t)M(s) o 6t.

For fixed / we have

(Tit+sfà = £i[M(f+í)/^+„]

= E^M^+s)^^]]

= Ei[Ei[M(t)M(s) o etfvis) o et\ßH]   (by (3.2))

= F^MÍOFitM^) o etfv(s) o 6t\áFt]]   (by Lemma 2)

= F¡[M(0F„(í)[Af(j)/„(s)]] (by Markov property of v)

= E^M^yns)/)^]

= (f(0tW)v     Q.e.d.

Remark. M. Pinsky has noted that if M(t, oj) is any operator-valued multiplica-

tive functional of a Markov chain v(t), i.e., M(t, co) satisfies (3.2), and if M(t, of) is

strongly continuous in ?S:0 for each oj, then Af(0 admits the representation (2.1)

as a random evolution for some semigroups T¡(t). In fact, the "backward" order

of the factors in our definition of M(t, of) was chosen precisely in order to obtain

the multiplicative property (3.2), which in turn implies the semigroup property for

T(t).

Theorem 2. The Cauchy problem for an unknown vector it(t), t>0,

(3.3) ^-Afit+îliA,       ö(0)=/,

is solved by ü(t) = T(t)f.

Proof. Let D¡ be the domain of the infinitesimal generator At. We first prove that

the infinitesimal generator of f(t) is Ä=diag (Au ..., An)+Q with domain

£>! x • • • x Dn. We need to show

(Äf)i = Aif+^qiifi.
i = i
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If t is the first jump of v then

(f(0/), = Et[Mit)fim; r > t]+Et[Mit)fim; r s t]

= TlDfiPtir > t)+^E,[Mit)fm\r = r]Plredr)

= UDfiPlr > t)+ f Emr^lMit-rtf^T = r]]Plredr)
Jo

= TtiOfiPtir > t)+ f Ttir) 2 £y[M(i-/-)/(i_r)]Pf(t;(r) =j)Pt(redr)
JO j*i

= Tt(t)fiPt(r > t)+ f Tt(r) 2 (T(t-r)f)Á^-)(-qliPH(r))dr
Jo        ¡ft \—qti/

= Tt(t)fiPt(r > /)+ f Ur) 2 (T(t-r)f)¡qiiptt(r)dr.
Jo ¡?i

Letting j-lim denote limit in the norm of 77 we thus have, for/ e Dt,

(Äf)t = s-Uml7[(T(t)f)t-fi]
t\o  t

,- n, ^Tt(t)fi-fi ,. (Pt(T>t)-l\.
= s-lun?,(T > 0 J +s-hm   —--—/

i\0 t f\0     \ t J

+s-hm\ frt(r) 2 iTit-r)f)aiPtt(r)dr
t\o    t  J0 ff[

= AJt+qttfit+^qtjfi

n

= Atfi+^qtjj.
i = i

By standard semigroup theory we obtain the result of the theorem.

4. The commutative case, and applications to hyperbolic equations. If the given

semigroups commute, we obtain a much simpler formula for T Collecting terms

and using the semigroup property for each Tt, we find

(4.1) (T(t)f)t = Et[f\ TMW«X

Now the jump times ry and the number of jumps 7V(0 are no longer relevant. M

depends only on the occupation times ytit).

We will repeatedly use the result of the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Suppose that the infinitesimal generators At are scalar multiples of a

single operator, At = CtA. Let A generate T(t); we note that negative cf'i are allowed

only ifT(t) is a group. Then

(4.2) utit) = Et

solves the system (3.3).

^2c^w)/*<>]
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Proof. Now Tj(t) = T(cjt). By (4.1) we have

«,(0 = (f(0Â

= E^Yl T(cffAt))fJ\

= %[t(% cffft)}/^.

The random time 2 c,yX0> over which we average, is just what one should ex-

pect: the sum of the occupation time in each state multiplied by the speed of

evolution in that state.

As an application of Theorem 3, if A = d/dx, and B is C0( — oo, oo), then (3.3) is a

one-dimensional first-order hyperbolic system in canonical (diagonal) form, and

T(t)f(x)=f(x+t). By (4.2) we obtain an elegant, and apparently new, solution

formula for such a system :

(4-3) ai = Ei[fv{t)(x + lcjyj(t))].

(The fact that a one-dimensional hyperbolic system governs the evolution of a

particle moving on a line with random velocity was noticed by Birkhoff and Lynch

[1] and by Pinsky [8].)

In order to study second-order equations, we suppose from now on that n=2,

ci — 1, c2 = — 1 in Theorem 3. In other words, A generates a group F(0, — °o < t < oo ;

T\(0 = F(0 gives the forward evolution, and F2(0—T(—t) the backward evolution.

The Markov chain now gives a random reversal of the direction of evolution.

Furthermore, we require that the jump process N(t) be a Poisson process. Thus,

assume N(t), ' = 0, is a given standard Poisson process with intensity a>0 and

N(0) = 0. The infinitesimal matrix is given by ß = ("S -I) and the associated

Markov chain v(t) is probabilistically equivalent to the process with sample paths

(_ I)«» for starting point t>(0)= 1 and (- X)m) + 1 for u(0) = 2.

The system (3.3) then becomes

dujdt = Au^-au^ + au^ 1^(0) =fu
(4.4)

du2/dt = — Au2 + aux — au2,       u2(0) = f2.

Theorem 3 gives us a solution of (4.4) as ui(t) = Ei[T(y1(t) — y2(t))fm].

Letting f1=f2=fe2(A2) in (4.4) we easily verify that v1 = %(u1 + u2) solves the

second-order Cauchy problem

(4.5) pí = ^X-2opí,      fi(0)=/,      t>i(0) = 0;

where prime denotes d/dt. Our probabilistic solution to (4.5) reduces to

(4.6) Pl(0 = Ex[T(yi(t)-y2(t))f/2] + E2[T(yi(t)-y2(t))f/2}.

Similarly, iffx=f2=ge3>(A2) in (4.4) then v2=\iu1-u2) solves

(4.7) v2 = A2v2-2av'2,       i>2(0) = 0,       t>2(0) = Ag;
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and the stochastic solution is

(4.8) v2it) = E,[T(y,(t)-y2(t))g/2}-E2[T(y,(t)-y2(t))gl2].

By linearity, v — v, + v2 solves

(4.9) v" = A2v-2av',       v(0) = fi       v'(0) = Ag.

With a little more effort we can use our stochastic solution of (4.9) to show that

solutions of (4.9) can be expressed in terms of solutions of w"=A2w. More precisely,

we have the following generalization of a result of Kac.

Theorem 4. Let A generate a strongly continuous group of bounded linear

operators on a Banach space. If w(t) is the unique solution of the abstract " wave

equation"

(4.10) wtt = A2w,       w(0)=fi       wt(0) = Ag,

where fi g e £>(A2), then

(4.11) u(t) = E\w(C(-l)N^ds\\,

where N(t) is a Poisson process with intensity a>0, solves the abstract "telegraph

equation"

(4.12) uu = A2u-2aut,       u(0)=fi       ut(0) = Ag.

Proof. First, we easily verify that the difference of occupation times can be

written

Vx(t)-Y2Ít) = Íi- iyW ds   for vi°) = 1

and

y,it) - y2(0 - - f (- 1)N<5) ds   for viO) = 2.

Now, \[(T(t) + T(-t))f+(T(t)-T(-t))g] solves (4.10) and is by the assumed

uniqueness equal to w. Letting r(t)=JJ, (— 1)W(S) ds we have

U(t) = E[w(r(t))]

= E[(T(T(t)) + T(-T(t)))f/2 + (T(T(t))-T(-T(t)))g/2]

= E,[T(y,(t) - y2it))f/2] + E2[Tiy,it) - y2it))f/2]

+ E,[T(y,(t)-y2(t))g/2]-E2[T(y,(t)-y2(t))g/2]

= v,it) + v2it)

which we saw by (4.6), (4.8) and (4.9) solves (4.12).

Kac derived this formula in the special case A = d/dx by a formal passage to the

limit from a discrete random walk. He then observed that his a posteriori rigorous
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verification of the formula was valid also for the «-dimensional wave and telegraph

equations. This seemed rather mysterious, since there appeared to be no random

process associated with the higher dimensional problems, in the way in which

random alternation between right and left translation was associated with the one-

dimensional problem.

Our abstract set-up makes clear what is going on. We now have A2 = A

= 2 (82/8xf), and the stochastic solution formula (4.6) comes from a random

alternation between evolution forward or backward according to the generator

(A)1/2. In one dimension, (A)ll2=d/dx and the group is translation.

Given an equation utt = Cu—2aut, our justification of representing u by formula

(4.11) depends on whether C has a square root A which generates a group. In

Theorem 6 below we show that such a square root exists if Cauchy's problem is

well posed for utt = Cu. Applying this theorem to C= A on the appropriate L2-space

we obtain the justification of Kac's «-dimensional result.

5. A singular perturbation problem.   Observe that the system

(5.1)

du,       X     .      a       a
^- = ¡175^1--«!+-»2,

du2      - X a       a
— = —Au2 + -ui--u2

is equivalent to the second-order equation

(5.2) eutt = A2u—2aut.

We want to use (5.1) to study the asymptotic behavior of the solution of (5.2)

ase->0+.

Let TvXO t>e the Poisson process associated with the system (5.1) when *=1.

Employing a change of scale we have that NE(t) = N(t/e) is a Poisson process with

intensity a/s. Letting

(5.3) r8(0 = ^(-Xf^ds,

we have Te(t) = ET(t/s), where t(0 is obtained from (5.3) for e=l.

We thus see that (5.1) is obtained from (4.4) by replacing F(0 by T(t/e112) and

7V(0 by Ne(t). By the discussion in Theorem 4 we have that

u%t) = 2?[(F(e1'27(//e)) + F(-e1'2r(//e)))//2

+ (T(e1'2r(tlE))-T(-e1'2r(tlE)))g/2]

solves (5.2) with initial conditions we(0)=/, ufiQ)=Ag.

We will need the following analogue of the Helly-Bray theorem. The proof is a

straightforward adaptation to our situation of the proof of the classical theorem,

so we omit it.
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Lemma 3. For each real t let T(t) be a bounded linear operator on the Banach space

B. Assume that T(t) is a strongly continuous function oft, and that, for some constant

M, it satisfies || 7X011 = Af far aH l- Let Zn be a sequence of random variables con-

verging in distribution to a random variable Z as « -»■ co. Then

E[T(Zn)f]->E[T(Z)f]   strongly,   for each feB,

or in terms of the respective distribution functions,

f   Tis)fdFnis)^r   Tis)fdFis)   strongly.
J — QO J — 00

We are now ready for the singular perturbation theorem.

Theorem 5. Assume A generates a uniformly bounded strongly continuous group

Tit) of bounded linear operators on a Banach space. Ifue is the unique solution, for

t>0,of

(5.5) m\t = A2u°-2au\,       u\0) = fi       «f(0) = Ag,

where fi, g e 9>(A2), then for all t^O, us(t) converges strongly as e -> 0+ to

(5.6) «°(0 - (2irt/a)-112 r   T(s)fe\p(-as2/2t)ds,
J — 00

and furthermore u°(t) is a solution, for t>0, of

(5.7) af = A2u°/2a,       u°(0) = f.

Proof. By the above remarks we have that ue(t) is given by (5.4) and we wish to

use this representation to calculate the limit as e -> 0+.

We first note that as t -> co the distribution of (a/t)ll2T(t) converges to A^O, 1),

the standard normal distribution. For, if rk is the time of the kth jump for the

given Markov chain associated with N(t) and t0 = 0, the random variables

Xk=rk—Tk_,, k^l, are independent and have a common exponential distribution

with parameter a > 0, so that E[Xk] = l/a and Var [Xk] = l/a2 for all k. For each «,

if tn is such that X, + ■ ■ ■ + Xn ̂  tn ̂  X, + ■ ■ ■ + Xn +, then r(rn)=J(0» ( - l)«s> ds lies

between

X,-X2+---±Xn   and    X,-X2+---±Xn+Xn + 1.

By the strong law of large numbers, tn~n/a with probability one. Each difference

Xk—Xk + , has mean zero and variance 2/a2. Applying the central limit theorem to

the sequence X, — X2, X3 — Xt,..., we see that the distribution of

ia/i2ny'2)iX, -X2+---+X2n.,-X2n)

converges to A^O, 1). Then as / ^ co and t2n~2n/a, the distribution of (a/tyl2r(t)

converges to A^O, 1).

This in turn implies that the distribution of e1/2t(í/s) converges as e ->- 0, for

fixed t, to 7V(0, t/a), the normal distribution with mean zero and variance t/a. By
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Lemma 3 we have E[T(ell2r(t/e))f] ->- E[T(Z)f] strongly as e -^ 0 for each/ where

Z is a N(0, t/a)-random variable. By the expression (4.3) for ue(t) we have that

(5.8) u° -> E[T(Z)f/2] + E(T(-Z)f/2] + E[T(Z)g/2]-E[T(-Z)g/2]

or, by the symmetry of Z,

(5.9) ue -> E [T(Z)f],   strongly as s -> 0,

that is,

(5.10) w°(0 = lim uE(t) = (2-nt/a)-1'2 f "   F(i)/exp (-as2/2t) ds.
e-»0 J - oo

To complete the proof we need to show that u°(t) solves (5.7). Since ||F(0|| ÚM

for some M, the integral in (5.10) converges uniformly, even after differentiation

under the integral sign arbitrarily many times. Applying A2/2a under the integral

sign is the same as replacing F(j)/by T"(s)f/2a (which exists, by the hypothesis on

/). Integration by parts twice then gives the same result as differentiation under the

integral sign with respect to t. The initial condition is satisfied because the Gaussian

kernel in the integral acts like a 8-function as / —>■ 0. The proof is complete.

Formula (5.6) has previously been found (without reference to its probabilistic

significance) by Romanoff [9]. It says that the solution of (5.7) is given by an

average of random solutions of wtt=A2w, but now averaged with respect to a

normally distributed time, instead of with respect to the Poisson distribution as

before (when e>0).

Convergence holds in Theorem 5 even if F(0 is unbounded and the constant a

is pure imaginary (see [11]). Of course, one must give up probabilistic methods to

prove such a result. For imaginary a there is a physical interpretation in terms of

relativistic quantum mechanics, instead of the previous physical interpretation in

terms of a random evolution.

In applications, one meets equations of the form

(5.11) utt = Cu — 2aut   or   eutt = Cu — 2aut.

To apply Theorem 4 or 5, it is necessary to know that a group F(0 exists whose

generator A satisfies A2 = C. This is true under the reasonable assumption that

(5.11) is well posed for a=0.

Theorem 6. If C is a closed linear operator such that Cauchy's problem is well

posed in B for wtt = Cw, then there exists a strongly continuous group of operators

T(t) on B, whose generator A satisfies A2 = C.

Proof. Let w(t) satisfy wtt = Cw, w(Q)=fi w'(0)=0. If we rewrite wtt=Cw as a

first-order system, we find that (g  0) generates a group, and

(;)-(«©■
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By a basic lemma of Hille, there exist constants M, k, such that

expf(c   0j   ^ Mexp(A:|i|),

so that |HáMexpOt|í|)||/||. Let

v(t) = OO"1'2 r   w(s)e\p(-s2/4t)ds.
J — oo

Evidently the integral converges strongly and uniformly, and can be differentiated

under the integral sign. The same arguments as in the last paragraph of the proof

of Theorem 5 now show that v' = Cv, v(0) =fi This means that C generates a strongly

continuous semigroup. The well-known theory of fractional powers of closed

operators developed by Bochner, Phillips and Balakrishnan (see [15] for a readable

exposition) assures us that — C has a square root which generates a holomorphic

semigroup. If we let iA = ( — C)1'2, then clearly A2 = C, and A is closed and densely

defined with nonempty resolvent. From this it follows by Theorem 23.9.5 of Hille-

Phillips [6] that A generates a strongly continuous group T(t) ; indeed,

(5.12) wit) = iiTit) + Ti-t))f.

We are indebted to Jerry Goldstein for suggesting the use of the Bochner-

Phillips-Balakrishnan theory in this argument. Notice that 7"(0 by no means is

unique. The "odd part" of Tit) cancels out in (5.6) and (5.12). Theorems 4 and 5

do not depend on which group-generating square root of A2 one uses, but only on

the fact that one exists.
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